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Discipling Nations Nov 05 2022 The power of the gospel to transform
individual lives has been evident throughout New Testament history. But
what of the darkness and poverty that enslave entire nations? Miller
builds a powerful, convincing thesis that God's truth can free whole
societies from deception and poverty. Excellent study of worldviews!
Heart to Heart Nov 12 2020 Have you ever experienced the transforming
love and power of God as He poured His grace into your heart? Have you
ever experienced the cleansing, healing, and restoration of your heart
and life? Have you ever experienced a passion for telling your story and
sharing the news of God's transforming power with others? HEART to
heart: A Discipleship and Mentoring Plan can help those with a heart to
share God's love through these vital pursuits. Reaching out with God's
love can be done as individuals or in small or large groups. The HEART
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to heart Plan offers Christian believers a set of guidelines for creating
discipleship and mentoring programs in their churches or as outreaches
that come under the authority of Jesus Christ and the local church. As
the world becomes more evil and more threatening, the HEART to heart
Plan can help set up places of support where people can come and get
encouragement, love, prayer, and help in dealing with the issues of life.
HEART to heart groups can also offer a demonstration of God's love in
action: believers reach out, and God uses them to demonstrate His
transforming power and love-that He has poured into their hearts by the
Holy Spirit-to share with others. In the Great Commission in Matthew
28:19-20 NKJV, Jesus commands believers to "go therefore and make
disciples of all the nations, baptizing in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I
have commanded you; (...)." The HEART to heart Plan provides believers
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with an opportunity to be used by Jesus to help others overcome broken
hearts and lives through sharing God's word, their gifts and testimonies,
and, most of all, love. "Now hope does not disappoint, because the love of
God has been poured out in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who was given
to us." (Romans 5:5 NKJV)
The Power of Holy Habits Aug 22 2021 What do you really need to
know to become an authentic Christian disciple? Hinson offers important
information about essential aspects of discipleship and shows you how to
enrich your faith through the power of Christian disciplines.
Sweet Sound Oct 04 2022
Mere Disciple: a Spiritual Guide for Emerging Leaders Apr 05 2020
Mere Disciple is a guide for young adults that offers a fresh perspective
on what discipleship to Jesus demands in our day. It will inspire those
who are tired of half-hearted Christianity by offering transformative
insights into the nature of discipleship and practical help in following
Jesus faithfully.Part I: Foundations explores the worldview foundations
that need to be adopted in order for genuine discipleship to take root in
our lives.Part II: Money, Sex, and Power offers advice on dealing with the
three great idols of money, sex, and power, and how discipleship to Jesus
can redeem and transform our relationship to each.Part III: Into the
Kingdom focuses on creating a plan for daily discipleship, providing the
tools and strategies needed to make discipleship to Jesus a lived reality.
Discipline = Power May 19 2021 Discover the Perfect Tools to Easily
Unlock Your Dormant Power of Discipline and Achieve Anything You
Want. Failure is an illusion because there is only motivation. Try to
remember any situation when you, as a kid, tried something for the first
time? Even though you didn't get the perfect results the first time, you
tried again and again - until you were satisfied with the results. You had
motivation, and that power is still inside you. You just need to unlock it,
and this book will show you how. Through motivation, you will gain
discipline. This book will give you the tools to change your relationship
with discipline. You'll learn strategies for making commitments to
yourself that you can keep. Unlock the secrets of becoming more
disciplined, and acquire tools that will make your life easier. Through
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discipline, you will gain focus. Inside this book, you will find guides that
will show you how to use discipline as a tool to achieve success. This
book will teach you how to stay focused on your goals, and lastly, you'll
discover how to become more mindful and present. Through focus, you
will gain the power to achieve all of your dreams. Say goodbye to failure
and embrace your dreams wholeheartedly because, with this book in
your hands, they are guaranteed to become a reality.
The LEGO Principle Sep 10 2020 Using the example of LEGO®, a
company that has been transforming the way people play for more than
fifty years, Joey Bonifacio shows you how to make a difference—one
connection at a time.
Better with Christ Jun 27 2019 Where in your life do you want more
peace, power, and joy? Jesus Christ is the source of all three, and I have
designed this book to help you access what He is offering you by
improving your relationship with Him. While this book can help anyone
come closer to Jesus Christ, it is specifically designed to help those who
already accept Christ and want to connect with Him more and
understand His gospel better. This book is especially for those who feel
like they are following Christ but are still struggling with addictions,
sins, debts, broken relationships, confusion, doubts, fears, etc., and
would love to access Christ's grace and guidance more fully. This book is
a boot camp for the soul, but instead of bruises, you get blessings!
Together we explore how... Surrendering to Christ is the ONLY viable
solution to our personal and global problems right now and forever.
Christ fights our battles on His terms and how His ways to solve our
problems are always the best ways. Anything less than 100%
commitment to Christ cannot produce the peace, power, and joy we
crave. The quality and consistency of our connection with Christ are the
roots of all our problems and all our solutions. Allowing Christ to change
who we are at the deepest levels changes our behavior and life naturally.
The way we follow Christ matters, and if we are doing it right, we can
expect to feel more buoyant than burdened. True discipleship to Christ
requires us to live by the same principles that guided Him in His
discipleship to the Father and that He is much more concerned with our
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sincerity than our perfect performance. Faith is the first principle of
following Christ and it is much more practical and understandable than
most of us assume. Repentance is the second principle of following
Christ and most of us have allowed Satan to misdirect our attention to
ineffective ways of returning to Christ. We have fun busting His efforts
wide open and seeing the glorious truth of repentance. Bringing others
to Christ is not what most of us think it is. It can be a simple, beautiful,
and natural process. There are countless specific ways to follow Christ in
our daily lives, and we hyper-focus on 100 small and simple ways
organized into a 30-day program to make it manageable and engaging.
And SO MUCH MORE! After decades of attending church, reading
scriptures regularly, and even choosing a career teaching Christ and His
gospel, I assumed I was focused on Him enough, but I was wrong. At the
end of 2019, I read a book that opened my eyes to what the scriptures
were actually saying and transformed my relationship with Jesus Christ.
When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, I was determined to study the
scriptures and other resources more thoroughly than I had before. This
intense search for truth and sincere dedication to living what I learned
unlocked more balance and happiness than I had ever experienced. I
wrote this book to share my favorite discoveries and save you time,
effort, and pain by shortening your learning curve. Together, we
reexamine our relationship with Jesus Christ in the light of His highest
truths and then reorient that relationship with simple everyday practices.
Feel free to use Amazon's "look inside" feature to preview the chapter
headings and the beginning of the book to see how it feels to you. Who
knows - you may be as surprised as I was to realize how much better
your relationship with Christ can become and how much that can
improve your life right now. Our world is in desperate need of peace,
power, and joy right now. The only way we can save ourselves, our
families, and our world is by choosing our Savior over everything else.
Simply put, we are all better with Christ.
The Disciple-Making Parent Jan 15 2021 "Chock full of biblical wisdom you'll find yourself underlining line after line, page after page. -- Marty
Machowski, Author, Long Story Short and The Gospel Story Bible. Your
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children will either live forever with Jesus or apart from him. Too many
growing up in Christian homes will not follow Christ as adults. Do you
have a strategy for parenting in today's hostile culture? The DiscipleMaking Parent will give you confidence in your journey. In the DiscipleMaking Parent you will learn: The North Star to Guide Your Parenting
The Process Second-Generation Christians Go Through The Reasons
Young People Walk Away from the Faith Nine Powerful Influences Found
in Wise Families How Your Example Can Commend the Gospel What
Your Children are Watching at Home How to Explain Hypocrisy to Them
Why the Heart is the Most Important Part of Them (and How to Stay
Connected How Discipline Prepares Them for the Gospel How To Clearly
Explain the Gospel to Little Children How to Nourish Them with the
Word of God Different Ways to Have Family Devotions (and When to
Stop) How to Cast a Vision of the World How to Pray for Your Children
(and for Yourself) The Doubts Your Children Will Experience and What
You Can Do How to Deal with the Electronics and Media Tsunami And
Much More So comprehensive that I could remove all the parenting
books I have and place only The Disciple-Making Parent on the shelf! Jackie Kendall, President, Power to Grow, Author, Lady in Waiting.
The Prayer Box May 07 2020 There's nothing more important than your
relationship with Christ. The only way to diligently seek Him is to spend
time in His Presence. How can you build a relationship with someone, if
you don't spend time with that person? Think about your most trusted,
personal relationship today. It could be a spouse, family member or
friend. Intimacy and trust happens because you've spent time together.
You've endured trials together. You trust one another. You're
comfortable in their presence, and you trust their judgment. They've
revealed themselves to you, and you've revealed yourself to them. You
can count on them, and they can count on you through thick and thin.
Your commitment to the relationship helped build what you have today.
Every meaningful relationship requires an investment of our personal
time. Well, it is the same with God.
Transformational Discipleship Dec 26 2021 Compiles stories and wisdom
from three church leaders about how to foster an environment where
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people can grow in their Christian faith.
Disciple Making in a Culture of Power, Comfort, and Fear Sep 22
2021 Speaking in and to a culture that worships power and comfort while
cultivating fear as a manipulative tool, Matthew Dickerson offers a
transformative alternative: authentic discipleship and disciple making.
What does it mean to live as disciples of Christ, what would it look like to
be transformed by the Holy Spirit, and how can we be open to that
transformation? How can a follower of Christ live as salt and light in the
midst of a power-hungry fear-mongering society? And how can we both
teach and model that disciple life as we obey Christ's command to make
disciples? In the tradition of spiritual theology and formation, Disciple
Making in a Culture of Power, Comfort, and Fear draws deeply from
Paul's Second Epistle to Timothy--viewed as a reflection on Jesus' great
disciple-making commission--as well as on Dickerson's own experiences
in disciple-making ministry on college campuses and his local church.
Dickerson's writing is deeply informed by Scriptures, by the works of
such important Christian thinkers, theologians, and writers as Eugene
Peterson, John Stott, and Richard Foster, and also by the literature of C.
S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien whose works he has been teaching and
writing about for more than thirty years.
Disciplining the Poor Jul 21 2021 This volume lays out the underlying
logic of contemporary poverty governance in the United States. The
authors argue that poverty governance has been transformed in the
United States by two significant developments.
Power of Discipline Feb 02 2020 Have you ever wished you were doing
more with your life? The Power of Discipline by Brian Tracy illustrates
how discipline alone can be the difference between winning and losing,
between greatness and mediocrity. The real key to this book, however, is
how it ties the power of discipline to 7 critical areas of your life, which
are: goals, time management, personal health, responsibility, character,
courage, and finances.
The Power of Mental Discipline Jan 03 2020 Create the life of your
dreams. Break your old habits, become unstoppable and dominate your
life! Imagine - your life as a blank slate. You can choose what you want it
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to look like. Like a video game, you can fill it with whatever you like!
Every area - your health, wealth, relationships, family, status - you can
design them all.Close your eyes and imagine the life of your dreams...
What does your dream look like? Flash cars and clothes? Security for
your family and loved ones? Exotic holidays and passionate
relationships? Whatever it is, it can be yours. Every day you can live the
dream. Whether you want riches, admiration, or to be known as the best
in your field, it can be real!Let me show you how to make anything you
want yours in the real world. Let me teach you how to be disciplined and
how to apply it to your life. Almost everyone KNOWS at least one way to
improve their life. We KNOW when we should be putting more work in.
We KNOW when we're lazy about exercise or diet. We KNOW when we're
slacking off, when we aren't getting enough done to reach our
dreams.Knowing all that is one thing though. Changing it with real action
is a bit harder. That takes discipline, and discipline hides from a lot of
people. We are hard wired to dodge the tough stuff, the important stuff.
It's normal to avoid it. But how come some people overcome it? Guys like
Michael Jordan, Conor McGregor, or Warren Buffet. With this book, you
can learn how people like Richard Branson, Elon Musk, and Bill Gates
are able to get superhuman amounts done every day, with the same 24
hours everyone else has. Find out why we naturally avoid the hard,
important, necessary work. Get an understanding and learn how to
overcome these hard wired disadvantages. Find out why even getting
through one day with good results can be tough, and learn how you can
make it simple. Discipline is how you turn want into have. Discipline is
the difference between a dream and a reality. Discipline separates
winners from the losers.If only I could give you discipline.I can do the
next best thing - I can teach you. I can teach you how to be a winner and
how to make discipline easy. You can learn how to be disciplined without
it being a drag. Do you know how and why some people are able to make
discipline look easier? Because for them, it is! And now you can learn
how to do it as well!Learn the secrets behind maximizing your energy
and your day. Discover the hacks to multiplying your efforts and the
tricks to boost your willpower and toughness.Gain control over thoughts
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and emotions, and live your life as happily as you want to everyday!You
can learn how to be the master of your future. I have spent years
gathering the knowledge that's shared in this book. I've spent time with
some of the most disciplined people in the world, from athletes and
academics to soldiers and businessmen. In this book, I will show you the
tricks all these people use and what they all have in common. You will
learn the secrets to reaching any goal you have. Discipline is the key to a
better life. It is the difference between could have and did. In this book,
you will learn how to design a new life, create mental toughness, build
emotional resilience, identify areas for improvement, and create the
ultimate masterplan for your life. I will also teach you how and why your
thoughts/emotions function and how to wrestle control over both areas.
You will discover how to overcome your fears and any setbacks. Learning
how to harness and maximize your willpower rounds out our approach to
discipline, along with a number of tips and tricks to apply and multiply
your efforts. Every minute you waste is another minute you don't
progress towards your dream. Break the pattern and get started!
Discipline awaits within, so buy now!
The Power of Discipleship Aug 02 2022 Are you called to help others
know Jesus Christ? How do I prepare myself to mentor someone else's
walk in faith? What tools do I need to use to complete this task? These
are just some of the questions answered in this book. There is a selfexamination part to the book to prepare a person to better present their
own testimony to another person. Tools such as praise, journaling,
capturing thoughts and turning them over to God are explored in depth.
A suggested timeline for meeting with an individual is included. Topics to
use are included in an action plan. Grace, forgiveness, and letting go of
previous understanding are described in an applied way while building a
trust relationship with the new Christian.
The Power of Discipline Jul 01 2022 Have you spent weeks, months, or
even years trying to achieve your goals but keep failing? Have you given
up on becoming successful because your futile efforts have led you to
believe that success is only for the select few? If you have answered
"yes" to any of these questions-don't worry, there is still hope for you!
the-power-of-discipling
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Before you can achieve anything in life, you need a solid foundation of
self-discipline. Talent, intelligence, and skill are only a part of the
equation. Positive thinking, affirmations, and vision boards are only a
part of the equation. If you want to turn your dreams into reality, you
need self-discipline. Self-discipline is what will keep you focused when all
hell is breaking loose and it looks like you are one step away from failure.
It will give you the mental toughness required to dismantle the
limitations you have placed on yourself and break through all obstacles
standing in the way of your goals. How would you feel if I told you that
your inability to achieve your goals does not arise because you are lazy
or lack drive, but rather it's a problem because you have never been
taught how to practice self-discipline? People are not born with selfdiscipline. Like driving or playing tennis, it's a skill that you learn. In The
Power of Discipline you will gain access to easy-to-read, scientific
explanations about self-discipline including: How to master self-discipline
by targeting certain areas of the brain The Navy SEALs' secrets to selfdiscipline The Zen Buddhists' secrets to self-discipline How to make
hard-work exciting How to ditch your bad habits and adopt the habits of
successful people Strategies to keep going when your motivation runs
out And much, much more By applying the principles in this book, you
will develop your self-discipline, bulldoze through toward your goals,
become an unstoppable force of nature, and start living the life you know
you deserve! It's impossible to buy back the time you have lost, but you
can take control of your future. Discover the Secrets to Self-Discipline
Today by Clicking the "Add to Cart" Button at the Top of the Page.
Lord, Disciple Me Feb 13 2021 Jesus commanded all of his disciples to
"go and make disciples of all nations." This book dares you to examine
how Jesus Himself made disciples. What is discipleship, according to
Jesus? Can the church today possess the power of the early church? Does
God still use His people to heal the sick? Are miracles and deliverance
still part of Jesus' disciple making agenda? Richard Mull's honest account
of his personal journey toward biblical discipleship presents a dilemma
for twenty-first century believers: Will you adopt a system of belief that
explains why we disciple differently than Jesus did, or admit that in spite
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of our education and experience, we may not be making disciples
according to Jesus' teaching? God desires to take you on a journey much
like that of Jesus' first disciples, who learned to do what Jesus was doing
by observing Him in action and obeying what He taught. Lord, Disciple
Me will challenge you to develop a biblical foundation for your journey.
Jesus will provide the hand-on experience!
Discipline Is Destiny Oct 12 2020 The instant New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, and USA Today Bestseller! In his New York Times
bestselling book Courage is Calling, author Ryan Holiday made the Stoic
case for a bold and brave life. In this much-anticipated second book of
his Stoic Virtue series, Holiday celebrates the awesome power of selfdiscipline and those who have seized it. To master anything, one must
first master themselves–one’s emotions, one’s thoughts, one’s actions.
Eisenhower famously said that freedom is really the opportunity to
practice self-discipline. Cicero called the virtue of temperance the polish
of life. Without boundaries and restraint, we risk not only failing to meet
our full potential and jeopardizing what we have achieved, but we ensure
misery and shame. In a world of temptation and excess, this ancient idea
is more urgent than ever. In Discipline is Destiny, Holiday draws on the
stories of historical figures we can emulate as pillars of self-discipline,
including Lou Gehrig, Queen Elizabeth II, boxer Floyd Patterson, Marcus
Aurelius and writer Toni Morrison, as well as the cautionary tales of
Napoleon, F. Scott Fitzgerald and Babe Ruth. Through these engaging
examples, Holiday teaches readers the power of self-discipline and
balance, and cautions against the perils of extravagance and hedonism.
At the heart of Stoicism are four simple virtues: courage, temperance,
justice, and wisdom. Everything else, the Stoics believed, flows from
them. Discipline is Destiny will guide readers down the path to selfmastery, upon which all the other virtues depend. Discipline is
predictive. You cannot succeed without it. And if you lose it, you cannot
help but bring yourself failure and unhappiness.
The Explosive Power of Network Discipling Apr 29 2022 According to
Roy, every Christian is called to be a disciple, and every disciple is called
to be a fisher, not just a member. This discipling volume is a must-read
the-power-of-discipling
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for every believer. (Practical Life)
Disciple Making in a Culture of Power, Comfort, and Fear Feb 25 2022
Speaking in and to a culture that worships power and comfort while
cultivating fear as a manipulative tool, Matthew Dickerson offers a
transformative alternative: authentic discipleship and disciple making.
What does it mean to live as disciples of Christ, what would it look like to
be transformed by the Holy Spirit, and how can we be open to that
transformation? How can a follower of Christ live as salt and light in the
midst of a power-hungry fear-mongering society? And how can we both
teach and model that disciple life as we obey Christ’s command to make
disciples? In the tradition of spiritual theology and formation, Disciple
Making in a Culture of Power, Comfort, and Fear draws deeply from
Paul’s Second Epistle to Timothy—viewed as a reflection on Jesus’ great
disciple-making commission—as well as on Dickerson’s own experiences
in disciple-making ministry on college campuses and his local church.
Dickerson’s writing is deeply informed by Scriptures, by the works of
such important Christian thinkers, theologians, and writers as Eugene
Peterson, John Stott, and Richard Foster, and also by the literature of C.
S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien whose works he has been teaching and
writing about for more than thirty years.
Discipleship Jan 27 2022 Do you long to be more like Christ? Discipleship
lies at the center of Christian life and practice. It is a beautiful journey,
in which each of us simultaneously attempt to become more like Christ
and to help others do the same. It is our most important task on earth,
but often it is neglected or misunderstood. A. W. Tozer, on the other
hand, knew exactly what it meant to disciple and to be discipled.
Discipleship: What It Truly Means to Be a Christian is a collection of
Tozer’s powerful and passionate writings on discipleship. In it you will
learn about: the call, terms, and marks of discipleship devotional
practices obedience reproducing disciples Whether you are a new
believer or have known Christ for a lifetime, Tozer’s words will
encourage and inspire you to love Jesus more. Come and be discipled by
this beloved spiritual writer.
Walking, The Way Jun 19 2021 Walking, The Way is the inspiring true
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testimony of a man who was obsessed with his own needs and desires for
over 35 years. A survivor of childhood sexual, physical, psychological,
and emotional abuse, he became consumed by sin. Immorality, idolatry,
pride, bitterness, hatred, anger, and drugs and alcohol came incredibly
close to destroying his life. Then, one day, everything changed. In the
time it took to see death coming and not even have the chance to take a
breath—never mind pray for forgiveness—the man was spared.
Awakened to how close he’d come to losing everything, including God, he
was born again into a new life, and a new role as a disciple. In His mercy,
God saved this man, delivered him from self-destruction and the surety of
hell... all through His amazing Grace. A testament to the power and work
of God the Holy Spirit, Walking, the Way reveals the importance of faith
and trust in the only true God of the Bible. Learn how forgiveness begins
the healing process, and how God’s Word is truly the only way to renew
your mind. See how effectual prayer, done in awe of the amazing power
of God and His love, is sustenance for the disciple, confirming one’s
belief while granting the ability and strength to face life’s trials with
confidence. Before it’s too late, consider your life, your thoughts, your
actions. Remember what’s at risk—separation from Him, forever. Then
ask yourself, “Am I born of the Spirit?”
The Power of Together Dec 02 2019 An Invitation to Deeper, More
Joyful, and Rewarding Relationships with God and Others None of us is
lovable all of the time. People are unreasonable, arguments flare,
feelings are hurt. And no one can make us feel worse than those closest
to us. It's easy to fall into the trap of closing ourselves off in order to
protect ourselves, rather than opening ourselves up for relationship with
each other. But think of who Jesus invited into his life and ministry. They
weren't always lovable. Yet he modeled perfect love for us and showed
how the mark of a spiritually mature believer was always love. In The
Power of Together, pastor and author Jim Putman uncovers the core of
true discipleship with an in-depth, biblical look at how Jesus always
invited people into relationship with himself. He loved them with God's
perfect love and, in the process, showed everyone around him that the
act of following God is the act of extending and receiving love that
the-power-of-discipling
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endures all things.
No Excuses! Jul 09 2020 Most people think success comes from good
luck or enormous talent, but many successful people achieve their
accomplishments in a simpler way: through self-discipline. No Excuses!
shows you how you can achieve success in all three major areas of your
life, including your personal goals, business and money goals, and overall
happiness. Each of the 21 chapters in this book shows you how to be
more disciplined in one aspect of your life, with end-of-chapter exercises
to help you apply the "no excuses" approach to your own life. With these
guidelines, you can learn how to be more successful in everything you
do--instead of wistfully envying others you think are just "luckier" than
you. A little self-discipline goes a long way…so stop making excuses and
read this book!
The Power of Discipline Nov 24 2021 Have you spent weeks, months,
or even years trying to achieve your goals but keep failing? Do you want
to develop your self-discipline, bulldoze through toward your goals, and
become an unstoppable force of nature? The truth is, if you want to turn
your dreams into reality, you need self-discipline. Discover Self-Discipline
Secrets Today!
Discipling Sep 30 2019 Before ascending to heaven, Jesus instructed his
followers to “make disciples of all nations.” But what does this command
actually entail? What does it look like for Christians to care for one
another’s spiritual well-being and growth? In this introduction to the
basics of discipling, veteran pastor and author Mark Dever uses biblical
definitions and practical examples to show how Christians can help one
another become more like Christ every day. The eighth volume in the
9Marks: Building Healthy Churches series, this short book explains how
discipling should function in the context of the local church, teaching
pastors and church leaders how to cultivate a culture of edification and
growth in their congregations.
Real-Life Discipleship Dec 14 2020 Is your church making disciples . . .
who make disciples . . . who make disciples? Real-Life Discipleship
explains what should happen in the life of every Christian and in every
small group so that the church becomes an army of believers dedicated
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to seeing the world saved. With the overriding goal to train disciples who
know how to make more disciples, this book offers proven tools and
strategies from Real Life Ministries, one of America’s fastest-growing
churches. In this book, you will learn: How to create churches that
succeed and grow How to intentionally disciple believers in every stage
of their spiritual development How to find and develop leaders in your
church This book also contains these helpful features: A summary and
profile of each stage of spiritual growth Recommended resources for
disciple-makers Spiritual facts A presentation of the gospel Discover
what the Bible says about true and effective discipleship with these
strategies and practices in this great church resource.
Multiply Aug 10 2020 Jesus gave his followers a command: “Follow me.”
And a promise: “And I will equip you to find others to follow me.” We
were made to make disciples. Designed for use in discipleship
relationships and other focused settings, Multiply will equip you to carry
out Jesus’s ministry. Each of the twenty-four sessions in the book
corresponds with an online video at www.multiplymovement.com, where
New York Times bestselling author David Platt joins Francis in guiding
you through each part of Multiply. One plus one plus one. Every copy of
Multiply is designed to do what Jesus did: make disciples who make
disciples who make disciples…. Until the world knows the truth of Jesus
Christ.
The Power of Discipline Jun 07 2020 There are many secrets for
success, and this one is the most effective Imagine creating a habit that
builds the ideal life and that, at the same time, is the origin of all the
good habits you wish for yourself. This book, based on the experiences of
the author, reveals the Superpower that gave him everything in life. The
author explains how discipline became his sole secret weapon to achieve
his goals. Additionally, he explains anecdotally and provides a vision that
will change your mentality and behavior. Such a simple habit, available
to everyone, and so easy that its power to change any life and take it to
the yearned ideal is surprising. This intense reading will inspire you to:
Pass to immediate action Live from meaning Develop habits to be
unstoppable Defeat internal resistance Enter a state of Flow Create
the-power-of-discipling
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automatic habits The author shares real examples of how the
Superpower of discipline led him to achieve, in autopilot, his personal
and professional goals. Say "Enough!" to procrastination and pass to
action. This book holds the key to achieving your goals
No Excuses! Mar 29 2022 Includes sections on self-discipline and
personal success; business, sales and finances; and the good life.
Emotionally Healthy Discipleship Mar 05 2020 The global church is
facing a discipleship crisis. Here is how we move forward. Pastors and
church leaders want to see lives changed by the gospel. They work
tirelessly to care for people, initiate new ministries, preach creatively,
and keep up with trends. Sadly, much of this effort does not result in
deeply changed disciples. Traditional discipleship strategies fail because
they do not: Slow down people's lives so they can cultivate a deep,
personal relationship with Jesus. Challenge the values of Western culture
that have compromised the radical call to follow the crucified Jesus.
Integrate sadness, loss, and vulnerability, leaving people defensive and
easily triggered. Measure our spiritual maturity by how we are growing
in our ability to love others. In Emotionally Healthy Discipleship,
bestselling author Pete Scazzero lays out how to create an emotionally
healthy culture and multiply deeply-changed people in every aspect of
church life—including leadership and team development, marriage and
single ministry, small groups, preaching, worship, youth and children's
ministry, administration, and outreach. Complete with assessments and
practical strategies, Emotionally Healthy Discipleship will help you move
people to the beneath-the-surface discipleship that actually has the
power to change the world.
Discipling Sep 03 2022
The Explosive Power of Network Discipling May 31 2022 Every
Christian is called to be a disciple of Jesus; and every disciple is called to
be a fisher, not just a member! In this volume, Dr. Roy clearly explains
Christ s master plan for growing His kingdom and how one can become a
contagious, fruit-bearing disciple of Jesus."
Worship Words Jul 29 2019 Two worship experts issue a call to renewed
appreciation of the role and power of language in worship.
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The Power of Obedience Oct 31 2019 What does God require of you?
Many Christians are asking this question, and looking for an answer that
is biblically founded. You can find the answer in this book. In her
previous book, God Still Speaks, Deborah Roeger outlined a sound basis
for hearing from God, discerning His voice, and following Him more
closely as we develop the habit of listening. In this first volume of her
series "Lost in Translation," she studies biblical obedience. Rather than
speaking of obedience as a list of duties, she presents it as a uniquely
powerful way to live. This book is rooted in the stories of Scripture,
especially of the Old Testament. From those roots the study unfolds a
practical, life-changing approach to discipleship based on finding God's
will and joyfully joining Him. Each chapter provides a key verse and a
number of scriptural examples to follow as we seek to become more
effective disciples. We do this not to earn God's favor, but to align with
His will and to enjoy a life of peace and communion with the God who
loves us. The book contains well researched word studies which link the
lessons with specific key words in Scripture. Each word study provides
helpful insight into how that word is used biblically and how it informs
our discipleship. This book is intended for group study, but can also be
read and studied individually. It is a resource for Christian education
classes wanting to dig deeper into God's Word presented in the Bible.
Power Surge Oct 24 2021 A powerful plan to transform church members
into impassioned disciples. Drawing on his experience at Prince of Peace,
Foss makes the case for transforming congregations from a membership
model to a discipleship model of church affiliation. The book begins with
a careful analysis of recent patterns in church
membership/demographics which argue for this paradigm shift.
Subsequent chapters detail the unique leadership and organizational
needs of a discipleship model; explore the building and maintaining of
fundamental trust--in God and in His people--as the cornerstone of the
model; and provide practical helps for assessing the present and
strategies for moving into the future. Addressed to rostered and nonrostered professional and non-professional church leaders interested in
transforming their churches into centers for discipleship and mission,
the-power-of-discipling
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Power Surge makes the case for a dynamic, functional model of church
affiliation that moves away from a membership model centered on
prerogatives of membership to a discipleship model centered on the
notion of Christian vocation/calling. It proposes a grace-centered, rather
than legalistic, model of discipleship and builds a bridge through
transferable principles between congregational mission mindedness and
the individual Christian's life of faith. This book utilizes assessment tools
and practical helps so that congregations can make the transition
between membership and discipleship paradigms, as it draws on the
experience of Prince of Peace Lutheran Church as a case study
illustrating the principles of a discipleship model of church affiliation.
The Power of Faith Mar 17 2021 For the young disciple seeking the Lord
in these troubled times. Faith is the foundation for this first colume,
which seeks to answer young disciple's fundamental questions, such as:
Why does the Gospel need to be relevant? How to I become a disciple of
God? How do we access the Atonement of Jesus Christ? How are we born
again?
The Power of Confession Aug 29 2019 Confession is a word we have
heard often but not truly had a biblical understanding of it. Confession
has been associated with religion where we confess our sin or has been
likened to a declaration. Brother Gery Malanda (Apostle and Leader of
House Of Prayer For All Nations-Europe and Teacher on TBN’s Voice of
Healing UK) gives a biblical teaching on what is confession. He explores
what the bible teaches on confession of sin and the power of the blood of
Jesus in cleaning ALL sins. Brother Gery highlights the power of
exposing the works of darkness by confessing our secret sin using
biblical examples as well as sharing from his own personal experiences.
Through the word of God, he demystifies what God meant in forgiving of
sin. In this book, he presents the sacrifice of Jesus Christ on the cross as
a salvation package that provides for our salvation, healing, deliverance
and prosperity. Finally, Brother Gery explores the importance of
confessing the word of God in one’s life highlighting it’s advantages. The
three components that are involved in a true confession and the power of
the tongue in framing the world around you. Through this succinct
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teaching Brother Gery demonstrates the importance of thinking as God
thinks, saying only what God is saying and doing only what is doing
according to His word in transforming yourself and the world around
you.
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Walking in Power, Love, and Discipline Apr 17 2021 By solidifying
readers' conviction of the Bible's truth, this study helps build solid,
personal relationships with God. Today's believers will be strengthened
by crucial Paul's instructions in the areas of deeds, morality, leadership,
and attitude.
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